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Naturally Sexy delivers everything a man dreams about: remarkably pretty women happily
displaying their sexiest assets. British born photographer Michael White had the pleasure to capture
an array of stunning beauties going wild in his retreat. Rest assured that this galaxy of titillating girls
will set your pulses roaring. Itâ€™s high time to enjoy the naughty things that make bad girls so
good.
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'The weekend is just around the corner - so why not take a trip to your house in the country and
bring a pretty girl along'. This simple thought led to an entire book of nude photography as British
designer and photographer, Michael White did just that.Using his own country estate as the
shooting location, Michael White photographed a massive number of mostly-naked young women in
his fetching, colorful style. It's a regal body of work and his subjects cover a wide variety of tastes blonde, brunette, redheads, etc. They are captured in teasing fashion as they parade about in their
undies, stockings, and other boudoir-like attire revealing highlights of their gorgeous nude bodies for
Michael.British photographer Michael White shoots for online publications such as Met-Art as well
as his own sites, Breath-takers.com and Girlfolio.com.

Since the photographer is British I suppose it's all European chicks in the book and they all look hot.
great bodies, cheekbones, skin. Well done with good paper quality and lots of images. Could have

been bigger but probably more expensive then too. Overall very satisfied with purchase.

Not too thrilled with this one. I was expecting something more interesting from Goliath. I found the
book to be too long and kind of redundant in terms of the models and their poses. Definitely some
hot shots in here but not enough to make me want to keep it, especially in light of many of Goliath's
other productions.
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